### 1. NEW- From Wayne Grant (author of Into the Thorns) comes his new book DRUMS OF THE MORNING. 2021 S Africa 589 pages, hundreds of color ill and line drawings. Wayne has managed once again to take us with him and his clients on exciting hunts, this time matching wits with the wild, free-roaming full maned lion. Wayne's name has always been associated with hunting big cats, and DRUMS OF THE MORNING certainly makes it clear that his accolades are well deserved. Large format, thick, heavy book. Extra postage required. See page 12 for longer description.

1. **NEW**

**Drums of the Morning**

Wayne Grant

2021

South Africa

589 pages

Hundreds of color ill and line drawings

Wayne takes us on exciting hunts with his clients, matching wits with the wild, free-roaming full maned lion.

Large format, thick, heavy book. Extra postage required. See page 12 for longer description.

---


2. **Anderson, Robert**

**Jack O'Connor: The Legendary Life of America's Greatest Gun Writer**

2002

California

264 pages

Letters from O'Connor to famous people

First edition, limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. A great biography. As new in like slipcase. Already scarce & sought after in limited edition.

---


3. **Anderson, Robert**

**Great Rams and Great Ram Hunters**

1994

Texas

255 pages

Photos of stunning trophies from the great sheep hunters of the last 40 years

Deluxe limited edition, only 500 slips. Like new in orig. quarter leather, gilt pictorial cover. Large format-extra postage.

---


4. **Andersson, C. J.**

**Lake N'Gami: Four Years' Wanderings in the Wilds of Southwestern Africa**

1988

South Africa

546 pages

Ill.

Sporting adventures & notes on devices for destroying wild animals


---

### 5. Angier, B. THE BEST OF COLONEL TOWNSEND WHELEN 1984 NJ 404 pp III. Ltd to 1,000 signed/numbered/slipcased copies. The best from the many years of big game hunting and writing by the noted hunter & shooter. Fine (as new) in fine slipcase.

5. **Angier, Benjamin**

**The Best of Colonel Townsend Whelen**

1984

New Jersey

404 pages

Limited to 1,000 signed/numbered/slipcased copies

The best from the many years of big game hunting and writing by the noted hunter & shooter. Fine (as new) in fine slipcase.

---

### 6. Annabel, Russell TROUBLE IS WHERE YOU FIND IT 2007 CA Safari Press. 325 pp, ill. (drawings). Vol VII in the series of stories from this prolific and good writer. Annabel was widely read in Alaska where most of his stories are drawn from. Signed numbered limited edition of 1,000 copies. As new in like orig. slipcase.

6. **Annabel, Russell**

**Trouble Is Where You Find It**

2007

California

325 pages

Ill. (Drawings)

Volume VII in the series of stories from this prolific and good writer

Signed numbered limited edition of 1,000 copies. As new in like orig. slipcase.

---

### 7. Arbuthnot, T. AFRICAN HUNT 1954 NY 269 pp. Ill. Photo end papers. Exciting African big game hunting safaris in their golden days. Arbuthnot was a frequent contributor, a good writer and popular author. VG+ in vg (slightly spotted rear cover) dj.

7. **Arbuthnot, T.**

**African Hunt**

1954

New York

269 pages

Ill.

Photo end papers

Exciting African big game hunting safaris in their golden days. Arbuthnot was a frequent contributor, a good writer and popular author. VG+ in vg (slightly spotted rear cover) dj.

---

### 8. Askins, C. ASIAN JUNGLE AFRICAN BUSH 1959 PA 258 pp. Profuse ill. From one of America's popular hunting writers comes stories of his hunts on 2 continents. African section is excellent, Asian section is spellbinding. Near fine in like dj.

8. **Askins, C.**

**Asian Jungle, African Bush**

1959

Pennsylvania

258 pages

Profuse ill.

Stories of his hunts on 2 continents. African section is excellent, Asian section is spellbinding.

Near fine in like dj.

---


9. **Askins, C.**

**Unrepentant Sinner**

1986

New Jersey

322 pages

Ill.

Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies from the National Sporting Fraternity

One of their more difficult titles to locate. Fine in like slipcase.

---

### 10. Baines, Thomas THE VICTORIA FALLS - ZAMBESE RIVER. 1969 Zimbabwe. 11 prints of the first paintings of the Victoria Falls Zambezi River by Thomas Baines. 22.5 inches wide by 14.5 inches high Unbound presentation of the facsimile reprint of the book originally published by Day and Sons Lithographers. Baines spent 12 days sketching the world's greatest river wonder and these paintings gave the world their first pictorial impression of Dark Africa's great scenic secret. Prints are presented in loose form and ready for framing. Also included is a two page artist biography. Prints fine, never used. Box shows some wear and has small stamp changes to shipping policy.

10. **Baines, Thomas**

**The Victoria Falls - Zambezi River**

1969

Zimbabwe

11 prints

22.5 inches wide by 14.5 inches high

Unbound presentation of the facsimile reprint of the book originally published by Day and Sons Lithographers

Baines spent 12 days sketching the world's greatest river wonder and these paintings gave the world their first pictorial impression of Dark Africa's great scenic secret. Prints are presented in loose form and ready for framing. Also included is a two page artist biography. Prints fine, never used. Box shows some wear and has small stamp changes to shipping policy.

---


11. **Baker, S.**

**Wild Beasts and Their Ways**

1988

Briar Patch reprint

455 pages

Ill.

A lifetime of hunting experiences produced this classic and sought after work

The big five plus more. Africa, Asia, America, Europe. Lion, elephant, leopard, bear, buffalo etc. All edges gilt. Marbled end papers. Trade edition. Fine.

---

### 12. Barrington, G. ONE HAPPY HUNTER 1994 CA 276 pp. Ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Barrington was the PH who took, among others, John Batten. Much on hunting big trophies, the big five, throughout eastern Africa. Near fine in like slipcase.

12. **Barrington, G.**

**One Happy Hunter**

1994

California

276 pages

Ill.

Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies

Barrington was the PH who took, among others, John Batten. Much on hunting big trophies, the big five, throughout eastern Africa. Near fine in like slipcase.

---

### 13. Bartlett, Fred SHOOT STRAIGHT AND STAY ALIVE Trophy Room Books limited (only 1,000 copies) signed (true first) edition. 1994 CA 262 pp. Ill. Very popular title. From hunting in Kenya to fighting Mau Mau, Fred has done it all. "Fearless Fred" they called this man. He was a noted Cape buffalo hunter and one of the quickest shots ever with a double rile. Fine in like dj with extra signature & inscription by author.

13. **Bartlett, Fred**

**Shoot Straight and Stay Alive**

1994

California

262 pages

Ill.

A very popular title

From hunting in Kenya to fighting Mau Mau, Fred has done it all. "Fearless Fred" they called this man. He was a noted Cape buffalo hunter and one of the quickest shots ever with a double rile.

Fine in like dj with extra signature & inscription by author.
14. Bates, L. **MOUNTAIN MAN** The Story of Belmore Browne. Hunter, explorer, artist, naturalist and preserver of our Northern Wilderness. 1988 NJ National Sporting Fraternity 424 pp, ill. Signed limited ed (1,000 copies only) Large format. Special forewords by B Washburn and John Batten. One of the best productions in the series. Fine in fine slipcase and a low #34 copy. $ 235.00

15. Batten, J. **SKYLINE PURSUITS** 1981 NJ 318 pp. Ill. A great combination: John Batten and the National Sporting Fraternity. Only 1,000 numbered SIGNED slipcased copies. Sold out as soon as it was printed. If you collect NSF books or have read Batten's other works you know why. Colored frontis by RUNGIUS. Plenty of good Batten photos. Fine in vg+ slipcase. $ 325.00


18. Berlinger, B. **DANGER DOWN THE SIGHTS** 1964 NY 202 pp. Ill. A colorful, absorbing adventure book of hunting dangerous game, mainly in Africa + Alaska & Canada. Author hunted with Harry Selby, who took Robert Ruark on the safari which resulted in Horn of the Hunter. Scarce and desirable. It is only the second one published about Selby and was privately printed for the author in a small edition. Near fine in vg+ dj. Signed by author. $ 165.00

19. Bleazard, Stan **SUNSET TALES OF SAFARILAND** 274 pp, 113 photographic ill. 2005 Agoura CA Limited edition of 1,000 signed and numbered copies. A first class story of adventure and achievement told about an area that was full of adventure and surprise and written by one of the few individuals with more than 50 years first-hand experience on the greatest game fields the African continent ever produced. Stan was a colleague of noted hunters like Nicky Blunt, George Dove, Reggie Destro, Geoff Bennett and Brian Nicholson. He was also Deputy chief game warden of Kenya. There is much in this book that current day hunters can learn about big and dangerous game. Nicely bound in gilt stamped imitation suede. $ 125.00

20. Boddington, C. (Danklef, T. & Fulsom, D.) **LEOPARD** 2006 CA 198 pp. Profuse color ill. Limited to 1,250 copies signed by all three authors (with a promise from Boddington that this would be the ONLY edition ever of this book). Large format, bound in gilt stamped imit. suede cloth. Housed in a fully closing gilt stamped cloth box. One of the better recent works on leopard hunting generously illustrated with color photos. Well written, good reading. Fine in very near fine slipcase (one tiny nick in cloth in bottom ridge of case. Because Boddington sold so many copies himself (he even published it himself), and inscribed many, the books rarely come on the resale market. This copy inscribed by both Boddington and Tim Danklef. Large format—extra postage.$ 600.00


22. Boone & Crockett **RECORDS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIG GAME** 1964 (5th ed of the record book series) 1st ed. 398 pp, profuse ill. Former owner's signature on half title page but still Fine in vg+ dj. $ 100.00

23. Boone & Crockett Club **MANUAL FOR OFFICIAL MEASURERS** 1969 12 pp, orig. stiff printed wraps. Privately printed for the club by the Carnegie Museum in Pennsylvania. VERY SCARCE, we rarely offer this. As new. Super collector's item. $ 135.00

24. Bosman, P. **ELEPHANTS OF AFRICA** 1989 Safari Press small format trade ed reprint. Paintings & drawings by Bosman; Text by B Washburn and John Batten. One of the best productions in the series. Fine in fine slipcase.$ 175.00

25. Brown, M. **HUNTER AWAY** The Life and Times of Arthur Henry Neumann 1850-1907. 1993 UK 351 pp, ill, index, bibliography. Ltd to 1,000 numbered copies, signed by the author. Simply put, the BEST biography ever of this intrepid elephant hunter, considered by many as the man who spurred others to hunt for really big ivory. Brown, himself a hunter and PH, has done an excellent job. A lovely publication job on extra thick coated stock in a linen cloth binding. Near fine in like dust jacket. Large format, very heavy. Extra postage. $ 225.00

26. Burger, J. **HORNED DEATH** 1947 WV FIRST ED. 342 pp. Ill. Hunting the African Cape buffalo with a man who spent more years than any other individual hunting this game animal. A great book on Cape buffalo hunting. Near VG+ in orig. printed cloth (inner rear endpaper cracking but hinge is firm). $ 250.00

27. Buxton, E. **SHORT STALKS or Hunting Camps North South East and West.** 1892 London First ed. 399 pp. 70 beautiful ill. Generously illustrated with color photos. Well written, good reading. Fine in very near fine slipcase (one tiny nick in cloth in bottom ridge of case. Because Boddington sold so many copies himself (he even published it himself), and inscribed many, the books rarely come on the resale market. This copy inscribed by both Boddington and Tim Danklef. Large format—extra postage.$ 600.00

28. Cameron, M. **MY WANDERINGS THROUGH AFRICA** 2004 CA Autobiography of one of Africa's most popular PHs as he hunts the big five, other dangerous game and popular African game animals. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. As new in like case. $ 85.00
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30. Capstick, Peter   SAFARI THE LAST ADVENTURE 1984 MS 291 pp Ill. Ltd to 5,000 signed, numbered copies. Very popular Capstick title and one of the rarest even in reprint. Fine.  
$ 110.00

31. Capstick, P.   PETER CAPSTICK'S AFRICA A return to the long grass. Signed ltd ed (5,000 copies) by the Buckingham Mint. 213 pp, ill, all edges gilt. Nice production of one of Capstick's more popular titles. Also a low numbered 16 copy. Fine. (By the way, this book is dedicated to Gordon Cundill. See our website for his title.)  
$ 110.00

$ 225.00

33. Casada, Jim   AFRICA'S GREATEST HUNTER: The Lost Writings of F C Selous. 1998 CA 276 pp, bibliography. Compilation of Selous' writings collected into book form. LIMITED ed of 1,000 copies signed by Casada and numbered. This ed. sold out in record time. Almost as new in like orig. slipcase with former owner's printed bookplate on front free endpaper. (We also have a ltd ed copy of the sequel to this.)  
$ 125.00

$ 195.00

$ 850.00

36. Coleman, John B.   HUNTING BIG GAME IN JACKSON HOLE WYOMING; FIFTY DAYS IN THE UNITA COUNTRY WITH JAMES B SIMPSON. 1928 San Francisco, Privately printed. 61 pp. A RARE RARE WORK. Only 2 auction records in the past 28 years and only 3 copies noted elsewhere. The author hunted the Crystal creek area near Jackson Hole. He bagged bighorn sheep, elk, antelope and mule deer. "Sheep hunting is the hardest work of all, but the man who brings in a nice ram will certainly feel fully repaid for all his trouble." One of the hardest big game hunting books to obtain. A vg+ copy in original patterned brown cloth, black printing on cover. "Compliments of" label opposite first page but no name filled in, no writing. Also loosely inserted in front is an original photo, presumably of the author, holding a fish.  
$ 3,250.00

37. Collins, D.   A TEAR FOR SOMALIA and ANOTHER TEAR FOR AFRICA 3rd & 4th titles in the NSF African Hunting Heritage Series. 191 & 182 pp. Excellent on Somaliland (a country on which there is not much in or out of print). Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased sets. Books are fine and slipcase is near fine (thin, short light line across bottom rear of case).  
$ 300.00

$ 1,000.00

$ 600.00

40. Cundill, Gordon   A HUNTER'S AFRICA 1998 CA 297 pp., 125 ill. Here is a man who has participated in every facet of the hunting industry: hunter on his own, professional hunter, partner/owner/general manager of safari companies. He's been there, done that. Lion, elephant, buffalo, people and places and weapons. Botswana, South Africa, Mozambique, Tanzania. Just as the variety of big game encompasses every hunter's interest, so the variety of this work makes it MUST reading. With extra author's regards inscription on front endpaper from the author. Fine in like dj.  
$ 125.00

41. Dane, R.   SPORT IN ASIA AND AFRICA 1921 London 234 pp. ill. Elephant and other African game on two trips to East Africa and several trips to India for exciting tiger hunting and gaur, sambar, etc. Hunting rhino and elephant in the Aberdares. He returned for a second African hunt for rhino and elephant in the Loriam Swamp and more dangerous game near the Guaso Nyiro. Scarce. Author signed and dated. A popular and good reading book. VG+ in orig. blue gilt cloth. Scarce.  
$ 400.00

42. De Pole, Robert   TANZANIA SAFARI 2004 Agoura CA Ltd ed of 1,000 signed, numbered copies. 343 pp + a 12 page index of people and places. 32 pages of b/w photographs and a Tanzania game distribution map. Tanzania Safari records the story of one amazing individual who, after surviving Russian concentration camps, came to Africa. His hunting journeys are chronicled in such a manner as the readers can learn, benefit from and be excited by them. Robert De Pole is the pen name for the well-known and respected PH Robert Kotowicz. Some came to Africa to make a living. Bob Kotowicz came to live life to the fullest on her gamefields. During 25 years and well over 100 professionally conducted safaris Bob proved he able to break the mold and carved out a life few have been privileged to live. His writing style is forthright and truthful. There are excellent descriptions of the hunting areas and details as to why certain areas are selected for certain parties at certain times of year. Bob has a great writing ability and the reader will "see" the trophies on the pages long enough to remember them. In short, the stuff of which classics are made. Bound in gilt stamped imitation suede. Fine.  
$ 125.00

44. Evans, Will.  BIG-TIME ON THE OLD RANCHES  Hunting grizzlies, black bear and lions. 1950 NM Privately printed for the author. 109 pp. Very scarce work about hunting in and around the Davis Mountains in New Mexico, the Pecos area of Texas and other areas where grizzlies, black bears and mountain lions used to be plentiful and plenty of fun to hunt. VG+ to near fine in original stiff wraps, photo on front of a pack of hounds. Signed by author on second free endpaper. Former owner’s bookplate inside front cover and signature on front free endpaper. $ 250.00

45. Everett, F.  HEAT, THIRST, AND IVORY  Elephant and other hunting adventures in Botswana, Zimbabwe, and Angola 2002 CA 285 pp. Ill. Large format. Ltd to 1,000 signed numbered slipcased copies. Fred Everett's adventures are known to most elephant hunters. This, his first book, was an immediate sellout and has been sought after (by elephant hunters and book collectors) ever since. Really good reading. As new in like slipcase. $ 375.00

46. Fawcett, R.  SOFTIES ON SAFARI  Six friends seek the big five on a 21-day hunt in Tanganyika, British East Africa. Original spiral bound covers. Privately printed for the proprietor of the large publishing firm. 50 pp, ill. Photo inset front cover. Fine.$ 150.00

47. Fitz, G.  NORTH AMERICAN HEAD HUNTING 1957 NY 188 pp. Ill. From the man who invented the phrase GRAND SLAM OF RAMS come his hunting stories. Fitz was the first to collect the then recognized N American 27 game animals. Fine in fine dj.

a. A Collector copy, warmly inscribed by BOTH Grancel and Betty Fitz to Weatherby Award Winner Warren Page. Fine in like dj. $ 60.00

b. another, Safari Press ltd ed reprint. 1,000 copies, numbered, slipcased. As new in like case. $ 100.00

48. Flemming, L.  THE CALL OF THE VELD 1928 London (NEW edition) 210 pp, ill. A look at life on the African veld. No sport hunting, only a mention of animals seen around the general area. Along with Olive Shriner, author is considered a top writer describing this area of South Africa. VG in orig. cloth. $ 75.00

49. Foa, E.  AFTER BIG GAME IN CENTRAL AFRICA  1899 London 330 pp. ill. Records of a sportsman's journey from 1894 to 1897 when crossing the dark continent from the mouth of the Zambezi to the Belgian Congo. Appendix on Central African game animals. Much on elephants. Foa collected almost all the African game for the Paris Museum. One of the big game hunting original classics. Very near fine in orig. gilt cloth with large elephant head in gilt on front cover. School prize bookplate inside front cover. This is a thick book, heavy (printed on nice paper) so it is nice when a firm tight copy becomes available. $ 2,250.00

50. Foa, E.  AFTER BIG GAME IN CENTRAL AFRICA  Briar Patch trade ed. 278 pp. 48 ill. Map. Appendix on Central African game animals. Sportsman’s journey from 1894 to 1897 when crossing the dark continent from the mouth of the Zambezi to the Belgian Congo. Much on elephants by a man whose ruling passion was hunting. Foa collected almost all the African trophies for the Paris Museum. Near fine.

a. another, Safari Press ltd ed reprint. 1,000 copies, numbered, slipcased. As new in like case. $ 100.00

b. another, Safari Press ltd ed reprint. 1,000 copies, numbered, slipcased. As new in like case. $ 100.00

51. Gilchrist, Duncan  QUEST FOR GIANT BIGHORNS  1994 MT #245 of 1,000 copies signed by the author. 224 pp, ill. The lure of wild rams and the lure of hunting the big trophies. Former owner’s bookplate inside front free end paper, otherwise fine in like dj. Laid inside front cover is Gilchrist’s book list brochure for 1998. $ 100.00

52. Green, L.G.  STRANGE AFRICA 1938 London 288 pp, ill. Green was a travel writer & experienced hunter who went to the Kalahari & Rhodesia (including Northern Rhodesia) in 1936. He relates more adventures and a few personal hunts and also writes about local natives and white hunters going after elephants and lions. Burgundy gilt cloth. Interesting reading. Near fine.$ 125.00

53. Hanlin, D.  AROUND THE WORLD AND THEN SOME 2010 CA 198 pp. Color ill. Large format. Limited ed of only 250 copies. The Weatherby Award winner goes to the Dark Continent, Asia and North America and even has a special section on Jaguarology. As new in like slipcase. $ 200.00

54. Haughton, H.  SPORT AND FOLKLORE IN THE HIMALAYA  Asian series deluxe ltd ed (500 copies) of 1913 London 1st ed. 332 pp. Ill. Sheep, ibex, markhor, & bear. Superior work on Asian game. Bound in full genuine gilt leather, all edges gilt, slipcased. As new. Beautiful to look at, great to read. Should be read by every serious collector or hunter. As new. $ 150.00

a. another, fine in like slipcase. $ 125.00


56. Herbert, A.  CASUALS IN THE CAUCASUS  1912 London 331 pp. Ill. Sporting holiday after TUR in Russia. Also bear. Excellent descriptions of the hunting country and some of the finest tur photos we’ve ever seen. Must reading for anyone planning to hunt the Caucasus. VG+ to Near fine. $ 700.00

57. Herne, B.  TANZANIA SAFARIS  1981 NJ 259 pp. Ill. 7th in the National Sporting Fraternity African hunting heritage series. One of their best books. Herne is an exceptionally popular author. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered copies in slipcase. The book sold out almost immediately on publication. A must for anyone interested in hunting in Tanzania. Fine in fine slipcase. $ 375.00

59. Herne, B.  **UGANDA SAFARIS**  1979 NJ National Sporting Fraternity. 236 pp. Ill. Foreword by TONY DYER. Chronicles a professional hunter’s adventures in Africa. Amwell Press. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Former owner’s printed bookplate inside front cover. Fine in like slipcase. $ 275.00


61. Holder, Charles  **LIFE IN THE OPEN**  Sport with Rod, Gun, Horse and Hound in Southern California. 1906 NY 401 pp, ill. 1st ed. Author’s account of hunting & fishing in Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, San Bernardino and elsewhere in Southern California. Author was a wealthy sportsman who was one of the founders of the Rose Parade, and of the Tuna Club in Avalon, Catalina Island. The book’s major, and only, issue is the 1/2” triangle missing from the lower right corner. The rest of the book is vg+. Certainly worthy of adding leather corners or rebind with orig. covers laid inside. Value priced. $ 75.00


64. Housholder, B.  **HUNTING AND GUIDING FOR DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP**  First ed. Ltd to 500 copies privately printed for the author. Phoenix, AZ. 90 pp. Includes: Hunting the Desert Bighorn, Hunting the Arizona Javelina, Big Game Guiding and Hunting for Desert Bighorn Sheep. Guiding for Desert Bighorn section is great. First editions are very scarce. This copy is like NEW! No author’s name is more synonymous with desert bighorn hunting than Bob Housholder. A sought after privately printed book. Former owner’s bookplate and small namestamp on front free endpaper otherwise almost as new. $ 300.00

65. Irwin, T.  **MEMOIRS OF AN AFRICAN HUNTER**  1998 CA 410 pp, profuse color & b/w ill. Narrative of a professional hunter’s experiences in Africa. Irwin was a noted PH back in the days when there was a lot of great game to hunt. Tremendous amount on elephant and also buffalo. Large format. Signed, numbered, limited slipcased edition. Thick, heavy book that is as good to read as to look at. As new in like orig. slipcase. Extra postage. $ 275.00

66. Ismail, M & Pianfetti, A.  **THE LOST WILDERNESS**  2000 CA 216 pp, ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Intro by Patrick Hemingway. A former Game Warden in East Africa, Ismail really knows “his stuff” especially about places like the Selous, etc. Much on elephant and buffalo. As new in like slipcase. $ 75.00

67. Jamsheed, R.  **BIG GAME ANIMALS OF IRAN (PERSIA)**  1976 Privately printed. Profuse col. Ill. Ibex, urial, armenian and red sheep. Special sections on each sheep species with notes on other game. Just about the only recent work on these animals. It went out of print almost as soon as it came out. Near fine in like dj. $ 275.00

68. Johnson, C.  **WITH MEMSAAB ON SAFARI**  1956 Privately printed for the author. Numbered copy of a limited ed. 110 pp. Ill. Map end papers. Hunting in TANZANIA with PH George Dove. One of the more interesting privately printed books. Bound in orig. zebra striped corderoy. A safari as it was in the golden days. Scarce. Signed by the author. Fine. $ 300.00

69. Jones, B.  **J.A. MULL,** Jr. Independent Oilman. 1982 KS 291 pp. Ill. Privately printed for the author. A most interesting biography that includes vivid descriptions of Mull’s FOUR East African Safaris in the Golden Days with Geoff Lawrence-Brown, Mike Hissett, Robert Montvoison, and Mike Carr-Hartley as Professional Hunters. Fine with presentation label (all copies were presented to friends, to our knowledge none were ever sold) on front free endpaper. Very scarce. $ 200.00

70. Keith, E.  **GUNS AND AMMO FOR BIG GAME HUNTING**  1965 CA 384 pp. Profuse ill. Large format. Lots of great reading here. Much on sheep and bears. Keith is always popular. Fairly scarce. VG (fading of cloth under dj) in a nice (now scarce) dj. $ 150.00


72. Ker, D.  **THROUGH FOREST AND VELDT**  1958 London 191 pp. Ill. British ed. of AFRICAN ADVENTURE. Hunts with famous clients and his solo excursions after the big five. Fine for the collector as this is scarcer than the American ed. VG+ in like dust jacket AND nicely inscribed, signed and dated to someone Ker obviously had a good safari with and hoped they would return. Really nice association, which is scarce. $ 250.00

73. Klein, H.  **LUCKY BWANA:** The adventures of a big game hunter in East Africa. 1953 TX Privately printed, limited edition, by the Weatherby Award winner for distribution to his friends. 128 pp. Ill. His only book. Many full page photos incl. of his good friend, Jack O’Connor. This was a signed, numbered ltd ed but Klein apparently gave away many copies not signed or numbered. This is one of those. Book and dj both fine. $ 200.00

74. Lyell, D.  **MEMORIES OF AN AFRICAN HUNTER**  1923 London 1st ed Contains his best memories-and these hunts are, indeed, memorable. A beautiful copy, and an almost perfect dust jacket. This is a chance to obtain a really collectible copy of an important book. $ 3,500.00
75. Lyell, D. HUNTING TRIPS IN NORTHERN RHODESIA (now ZAMBIA) with accounts of sport and travel in Nyasaland and Portuguese East Africa (now MOZAMBIQUE) and notes on the game animals and their distribution. 1910 London. Large format 118 pp. Profuse ill. One of the few really good books on Zambia and one of the best known on this area. Perhaps Lyell's hardest title to obtain. Orig. imit. crocodile cloth. Gilt stamped cover/spine. Photo inset on front cover. Bookplate of Lord Charles Hindlip. A rare, sought after hunting book in 1st (only) ed. Foxing on edge of text block and some interior pages, still with nice binding, etc. VG to VG+. $2,000.00

76. Macnab, A.J. THE WHITE GIRAFFE: An African Diary. 1939 NY 61 pp. Ill. Soft covers. Privately printed for the author. Macnab hunted with author/hunter Harry Snyder AND his guide was the well known JA HUNTER. Rare privately printed item and the only one written about JA Hunter as a guide. The men hunted in Tanzania and Kenya. A real collector's item. Front and rear paper covers separated but still surprisingly in nice vg+ condition. $2,000.00


78. Map: Stanford's New Map of the Orange Free State, the southern part of the South African Republic, the northern frontiers of the Cape Colony, Natal, Basutoland, and Delagoa Bay in Portuguese East Africa. 1899. Cover title: Stanford's new large scale map to illustrate the crisis in South Africa Oct 1899 WITH Southern Extension of Stanford’s New Map of the Orange Free State and the Southern Tip of the South African Republic. Cover title: Stanford's new large scale map of the seat of war in South Africa. Sheet 2. Folding linen backed maps in orig board covers & labels. Each sheet 27 x 39 in. 16 mi to the in. Both maps vg+ w. slightly faded cover. Sheet two shows both the Eastern Cape and all British controlled southern Africa on a scale of 94 mi to the in. Sheet one Oct 10, 1899 and sheep 2 Jan 9, 1900. Both Stanford London. VG+. $500.00


80. Mather, A.S. EXTRACTS FROM THE LETTERS, DIARIES AND NOTEBOOKS OF AMASA STONE MATHER June 1907 to December 1908. Privately printed for the author. OH 1908. LIMITED to ONLY 150 sets. Two vol: 458 & 436 pp, ill. Top edges gilt. The author went on a 17 month trip around the world. Vol 1 incl. some sport in Asia. Vol 2 includes a lengthy report on a 90-day Kenya safari where he bagged a variety of game. An interesting listing of the game regulations of the time. Mather was an acquaintance of Theodore Roosevelt and TR asked his advice on African big game hunting. He also met Leslie Tarlton during his hunting trip. RARE. A better than near fine set, the only flaws being a bump on lower front corner of one volume and endpaper cracking but hinges firm in same volume. We do not believe even 75 sets exist today. $5,000.00

81. Mazet, H. WILD IVORY 1973 London 284 pp. Ill. The story of “Fernie” a real life cutthroat ivory poacher-and-elephant hunter whose name has been changed for this story but who did in fact exist in real life. Great reading. Former owner bookplate on front free endpaper otherwise fine in near fine jacket. $150.00

82. McGowan, J. SPORT HUNTER IN AFRICA 2000 CA 226 pp, 105 ill. John McGowan dipped his pen and rifles in Africa from 1952 to almost 2000. He’s carted rifles through dust, brush, forest and plain in order to carry out a variety of trophy animals, that includes TWO 100-pound elephants on one safari! And several 60” greater kudu. John also notes that, “it’s considerate of the African lion to knock you unconscious when it charges so you don’t feel anything while it chews on you.” He hunted for 48 years with a. another, VG+ in the rare, also VG+ jacket. $1,350.00

83. Meinertzhagen, R. KENYA DIARY 1902-1906. 1957 London 347 pp Ill. Scarce first edition. Life of the famous Colonel who faced dangerous natives and game and was equally at home with Lord Delamere or the famous slave trader Tippoo Tib. A great book. VG in vg only dj. $675.00

84. Millais, J. THE LIFE OF FREDERICK COURTENAY SELOUS 1918 London 1st ed. 387 pp. Ill. Biography of one of the greatest hunters of all time, by a man who was himself a noted hunter/author/artist. Contains much material not found in Selous' books. This is considered one of the best biographies of Selous. A vg+ copy of a book that is scarce and not usually found in nice condition. $600.00

85. Morden, W & I. OUR AFRICAN ADVENTURE London nd ca 1954 255 pp. Ill. End paper maps. Sudan, Tanzania, Zambia & Kenya. With Phil Percival and Harry Manners as their professional hunters, they had a superb safari. Fine in like+ dj. AND with some great ephemera: (1) Photogravure card (2) silver gelatin photographic card and (3) second silver gelatin photographic card. All three with lengthy handwritten notes about their African trip and addressed to Robert and Margaret Manning. Manning was Time-Life London Bureau Chief, editor of the NY Herald and a WW II UN Correspondent. He wrote Time Magazine’s article on Ernest Hemingway. Important association items. $500.00

86. Morden, W. ACROSS ASIA’S SNOWS AND DESERTS 1992 Asian Series 410 pp., ill., fold out map. All edges gilt. Limited ed of only 500 copies, bound in full genuine leather, slipcased. Morden and his hunting partner, James L. Clark, spent more than a year in what was then remote central Asian regions after Marco Polo sheep and Altai argali, etc. He also hunted ibex and ovis ammon, and was captured, imprisoned and tortured by the Mongols. A great hunting book and a story of adventure and survival as well. As new in like orig. slipcase. $200.00
87. Morse, I. & J.  YANKEE IN AFRICA  1936 MA  297 pp. Ill. Seven months on the veldt and a safari in the rain. The Morses founded the big game museum in NH. VG+ in vg, dj and signed by Ira Morse. $ 250.00
a. another copy, also signed by Morse, with newsclipping about Morse's trip to Africa after his retirement. Also vg+ in vg dj. $ 265.00


a. another, Briar Patch ltd ed (500 copies) bound in full gilt leather, raised spine bands, all edges gilt, slipcased. Fine.  $ 200.00

90. Niedieck, P.  WITH RIFLE IN FIVE CONTINENTS  1908 London True 1st ed. In English. 426 pp. Over 200 full page and text illustrations. Zebra end papers. An eight year safari around the world. N. America, China & elsewhere in Asia. Sought after, deservedly popular book. VG to vg+ in orig. cloth. One corner bumped, front free endpaper cracked but hinge is firm, and there is a 1" cloth discoloration along top front board. Value priced. Nicer than it sounds. $ 250.00


92. Nyschens, I.  FOOTSTEPS OF AN IVORY HUNTER  2005 Privately printed by the author in Zimbabwe. 2015 CA Ltd ed 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. 296 pp, profuse ill. Ian started out as a prolific hunter (poacher) and many years later became a game ranger. His knowledge of elephants, their haunts and how to hunt them, ranks with the best. Hunting like it was, and should be done today. A most enjoyable book. As new, both book and slipcase. Also a low #18. $ 350.00

93. N'Zau, B.  TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE IN THE CONGO FREE STATE AND ITS BIG GAME SHOOTING  1894 London 335 pp. Ill. Fold out map.  Hunting from 1884-1888. Bailey (author's real name) earned the nom de plume of ELEPHANT SMASHER. Ranks right up there with all the famous elephant hunting books. In orig. red cloth binding. (This book came in both red and green cloth in first edition.) Nice VG+ (endpapers slightly separated but hinges firm). A highly sought after book and deservedly collectible title. $ 1,000.00

94. O'Connor, J.  (Casada, Jim editor)  CLASSIC O'CONNOR 45 WORLDWIDE HUNTING ADVENTURES. 2010 SC 400 pp, ill. All edges gilt. Slipcased. Ltd to 1,000 numbered copies. Deluxe edition signed by Brad O'Connor. 45 hunting adventures that appeared only in sporting magazines early in Jack's career and were lost to today's readers. As new in like slipcase. $ 325.00

95. Orleans, Duke of  HUNTERS & HUNTING IN THE ARCTIC  1911 London 204 pp. Ill. Hunting polar bear and walrus in the days when it was most exciting and when generous bag limits meant you could garner enough material to write a book. Former owner's printed stamp on front free endpaper and almost invisible blindstamp on title page but on back of page you can see and also someone has written their name in the stamp. Sound worse than it is. Otherwise, near fine in original red printed cloth. $ 125.00

96. Page, Warren  ONE MAN'S WILDERNESS  1973 NY 256 pp. Ill. Africa to Alaska with the famous writer and Weatherby Award Winner. Page spent more time hunting than most other authors yet this is his only book. Near fine in vg dj. $ 70.00

97. Patterson, J.H.  IN THE GRIP OF THE NYIKA  1909 NY 1st American ed. 389 pp. Ill. Map. From the author of Man-eaters of Tsavo. Back to the Tsavo for more stories of man-eaters and other game. Patterson all but puts the rifle into the reader's hands. Patterson books have become scarce since the recent article revealing that the Patterson man-eaters inspired Hemingway's Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber making this sought after by literature collectors. Great reading. Obituary of author tipped onto front free endpaper, former owner's signature. Front endpapers partly separated but hinge is very firm. Overall little better than VG+. $ 400.00

98. Percival, P.  HUNTING, SETTLING AND REMEMBERING  1997 CA 230 pp, ill. The only big game hunting book written by this noted PH (he took Hemingway twice and a host of other notables). Published from the original manuscript discovered years after his passing. Limited to 1,000 numbered copies signed by the author's grandson. A true modern classic. Former owner's name printed (neat, small) on front free endpaper. Fine in like dj. $ 250.00


100. Pigot, R.  TWENTY FIVE YEARS BIG GAME HUNTING  1928 London 307 pp. 64 ill. In the Altai Mountains for sheep and ibex of Mongolia. Also mountain & jungle shooting in India. To the Pamirs and Chinese Turkestan. Good reading. VG+ to near fine in orig. red cloth (little wear one corner). $ 650.00


104. Randolph, E.  INTER OCEAN HUNTING TALES  1908 NY 173 pp Ill. Throughout the Rockies and Tetons in Wyoming & rounding up cats in Colorado as well as a few other places. Little better than VG+ AND with a lengthy inscription from the author to his friend. Signed copies of this are scarce.  $ 125.00

105. Rikhoff, J.  HUNTING THE WORLD’S MOUNTAINS  Foreword by John Batten 1984 NJ Ltd to 1,000 signed & slipcased copies printed for the Natl Sporting Fraternity and authorized for the benefit of Game Conservation Intl. 2 volumes, almost 1,000 pages of excerpts from the greatest books ever written about mountain game hunting. Lots of sheep but other game as well. Fine in near fine slipcase.  $ 275.00

106. Rikhoff, J.  HUNTING THE AFRICAN BUFFALO  1984 NJ 599 pp. Ill. incl. drawings by Guy Coheleach. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. Excerpts from the best books ever written on hunting big buffaloes throughout Africa. 13th title in the popular African Hunting Heritage Series published by the National Sporting Fraternity. Fine in like slipcase.  $ 600.00

107. Rikhoff, J.  HUNTING THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT  1985 NJ 688 pp. Ill. Limited to 1,000 numbered, signed copies. An anthology compiled from most of the best African hunting books ever written—both old and recent. This sold out one year before it was published. The selections are excellent, the book will provide many hours of reading enjoyment. Fine in like slipcase.  $ 600.00

108. Rikhoff, J.  HUNTING THE AFRICAN LION  1989 NJ 558 pp. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. 26th book in the African hunting heritage series and third in the big five series. Excerpts from the best writings of the past 150 years on the African lion and its hunters throughout the years. This book sold out as quickly as Buffalo and Elephant. Fine in like slipcase.  $ 450.00

109. Rikhoff, J.  TAKING YOUR CHANCES IN THE HIGH COUNTRY  1994 NJ 407 pp. Drawings. Great stories, plenty of them, about sheep & bear hunting—plus something on all high country game. Dedicated to Gates, Batten and O’Connor, all three of whom would have enjoyed reading this. Ltd to 1,000 signed #d slipcased copies Fine in like slipcase.  $ 100.00

110. Rindone, W.  DUSTY DAYS AND DISTANT DRUMS: A Hunting Chronicle.  1984 OR 258 pp. Ill. W. photos from the author’s collection & drawings by Lorenzo Ghiglieri. Foreword by South African PH Rob Deane. All over Africa plus worldwide adventures. One of a very few, under 5, copies bound in elephant hide hide; by one of the people who helped Rindone produce the book. Do not confuse this with the regular ltd ed of 100 copies in buffalo hide. This rare. We have never listed a copy of this before.$ 325.00


112. Ruark, Robert  HORN OF THE HUNTER  2013 CA Safari Press Ltd ed reprint of this famous classic. 391 pp. Ill. Only 1,000 signed by HARRY SELBY, numbered, slipcased copies. The story of an African safari. This is the 60th anniversary edition with a lengthy introduction by the noted PH Harry Selby, who also signed this edition. Fine in like slipcase. VERY scarce, sold out almost immediately after it was published.  $ 400.00

113. Ruark, R.  ROBERT RUARK’S AFRICA  1991 MI Collection of stories. Special new intro by Mike McIntosh. 256 pages. From his first safari to those published just before his death, here in one volume is some great Ruark reading. Fine in like dj.  $ 85.00

114. Sanchez-Arino, Tony  HUNTING IN SUDAN  African Hunting Country Series.  484 pp. Ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. A great overview on Sudan hunting. Bibliography. Fine in like slipcase. $ 600.00

115. Sanchez-Arino, Tony  ELEPHANT HUNTERS MEN OF LEGEND  2004 CA 256 pp. Ill. Bibliography. Large format. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. The Lado Enclave, the Last Frontier of Ivory Hunters, and men like Banks, Norton, Bell, Salmon, Sutherland, Rundgren, Anderson, Buckley, Neumann, Foran etc. A popular Sanchez title. It sold out quickly and remains sought after. Fine, fine slipcase.  $ 275.00

116. Sanchez-Arino, Tony  CLAWS AND FANGS  2011 CA 332 pp. Ill. The deluxe signed, numbered, slipcased limited edition of only 1,000 copies. Stories from a 50+ year career. Mainly elephant hunting but much on other dangerous game. Sanchez hunted all over Africa. A lot on the old time elephant hunters and the way it used to be in the Golden Era of hunting. As new in like slipcase.  $ 125.00

117. Savory, I.  A SPORTSWOMAN IN INDIA  1900 London 408 pp. Ill. Asian mountain game with emphasis on Himalayan thar, bear, tiger, elephant. Large thick book with above average photos. Good reading too. Former owner’s small, neat name, date on front free endpaper. VG, some corner & spine wear, in original red gilt cloth.  $ 195.00

118. Sayers, G.  HANDBOOK OF TANGANYIKA FIRST ISSUE  1930 London 636 pp. Profuse ill. Many fold out maps incl. one of game reserves and shooting grounds. Long section on natural history and sport. Fascinating compendium of easy reading information that would interest anyone hunting today. A lovely fine, yes fine, copy of this scarce book. Original red gilt cloth. Lots of interesting information.  $ 450.00
119. Schetzle, H. ALASKA SAFARI 1989 AK Great Northwest Publishing Co. Complete and comprehensive guide to hunting in Alaska. Still must reading for someone planning to hunt the largest state in the US. Fine copy in fine dust jacket. Signed and inscribed by the author, who is a Master Guide. $75.00

120. Schillings, C IN WILDEST AFRICA 1907 London 2 vol totalling 716 pp. Over 300 ill. Something on the game, game country, game distribution and hunting. Interesting reading with lots of backup photos. (Schillings also authored With Flashlight and Rifle.) Two large heavy volumes. VG to vg+ condition. Endpaper cracked in front vol 1 but all hinges firm. Extra heavy set - extra postage. $250.00


122. Scott, William H. BRITISH FIELD SPORTS 1818 London 615 pp, ill. Practical instructions in shooting, hunting, coursing, racing, cocking, fishing with observations on the breaking & training of dogs and horses and the management of fowling pieces and all other sporting implements. Collated complete. Fair condition externally (should be rebound) internally nice and worthy of being rebound. Note: toward the rear there is very slight evidence of water dampness on the bottom corner. The plates are all present, lovely, and in nice condition. $150.00

123. Seia, H. MUNDJAMBA The Elephant Mountain. 1995 CA Trophy Room Books limited edition (only 1,000 copies) about the noted Angolan PH. 383 pp, 200 ill. The first third of this book is all about hunting in Angola (the best current information around) and the balance is about Hugo's hunting in Tanzania and Zambia. He is still a very active, respected PH. As new. A great reading book. $150.00

124. Selous, F.C. A HUNTER'S WANDERINGS IN AFRICA 1893 London Richard Bentley. Third ed. 8vo. 455 pp. ill. One of the best, most widely read, quoted and reprinted books. Only the first four editions of this book have the green cloth with three gold animal heads on the cover. Gift Inscription to former owner on back of front free endpaper. Almost near fine. A very nice early ed. Almost no wear. Early editions of this are scarce. $2,500.00

125. Seton-Karr, H. TEN YEARS TRAVEL & SPORT IN FOREIGN LANDS 1890 London 2nd ed, with additions. 445 pp, ill. Exceptional sporting adventures during a ten year sporting adventure in North America, Asia & Europe. Incl. Some fishing. This second ed is expanded from the first and this has more hunting stories. VG condition, some spine wear at tips, priced accordingly. $100.00


128. Shelley, E. HUNTING BIG GAME WITH DOGS IN AFRICA 1924 MS 215 pp. Ill. Very exciting & unusual way to hunt African big game. Mainly for cats and cheetah but also buffalo. One of the few books on hunting dangerous game with dogs in Africa. VG+ in orig gilt cloth. A scarce and sought after title. $300.00

129. Shikar Safari Club WORLDWIDE HUNTING CONDITIONS 1986 227 pp. Profuse ill. 8.5 x 11 inch spiral bound. The FIRST of only two issues of this publication from the Club. Covers the world hunting grounds as they were 36 years ago with pictures of the then best trophies taken by club members. VG+. Interesting reading. Large format, heavy extra postage. $100.00

130. Siggins, A.J. MANKILLERS I HAVE_known Limited ed reprint (750 copies) of the 1933 London 1st ed. 312 pp, ill. Central Africa and Rhodesia with a man who was fascinated by hunting man-eaters. In this, his third, popular hunting book he tells of all man-eaters he encountered as well as lions, rhino, hippo and elephant. A great reading book. The book is very scarce in 1st ed (that is why we reprinted it, and even the reprint sold out quickly). Fine in like dj. $150.00

131. Smith, A. UNKNOWN AFRICAN COUNTRIES 1897 London 471 pp. Ill. SIX folding maps. Top edge gilt. The first expedition from Somaliland to Lake Rudolph with emphasis on big game shooting. Much on rhino and elephant. Fast paced, well written and with lovely illustrations. A great reading hunting classic. In addition to being hard to obtain - very scarce - it is super to read. Little better than vg in plain red cloth binding, recased with new endpapers. Light fade mark upper cover. Internally fine. $1,500.00

132. Statham, C. WITH MY WIFE ACROSS AFRICA nd ca 1924 London First ed. 324 pp. Ill. 3 maps. From southwest Africa through the Caprivi into Botswana and finally into what is now Zambia. Hunting throughout. VG+ (light foxing) in the very scarce, vg to vg+ dj. Laid in front of title page is a presentation slip from Ginn & Co. $225.00


   a. another, also 1913 NY. Beautiful, very near fine to fine copy. Great for any collector. $2,000.00
134. Sutherland, J. THE ADVENTURES OF AN ELEPHANT HUNTER 1912 London FIRST EDITION Second printing. 324 pp. Ill. Jim Sutherland, elephant hunter par excellence...and author of one of the very best elephant hunting titles ever printed. He hunted mainly in German East Africa and also in Portuguese East Africa. A lively near fine copy. Also a presentation copy blindstamp on lower right hand corner of title page. Hard to find in such nice condition. $1,700.00

135. Taber, W. SAFARI SAGAS nd ca 1956 TX Limited ed of ONLY 1,000 copies. Contains Assignment Safari, Rifleman in Africa, Safari M'zuri Sana. All three are Taber’s popular East African big game hunting books. Almost 300 pp, profuse b/w ill. Great hunting throughout East Africa. Inscribed on the limited edition page. Large format. Orig. red leather binding with zebra inset on front cover. Very near fine in orig. binding with the piece of zebra patterned cloth usually missing. Great condition. Super for any collector as well as great reading. Large format-special postage. $225.00

136. Taylor, S. THE MIGHTY NIMROD A Life of Frederick Courteney Selous, African Hunter and Adventurer 1851-1917. Considered one of the two best (along with Millais work) biographies on Selous. 1989 UK 312 pp, ill, end paper maps. Fine in near fine dj. Published in a very small print run. Copies of this first AND ONLY edition are very hard to obtain. $300.00

137. Thomson, R. THE ADVENTURES OF SHADREK Southern Africa’s most infamous elephant poacher. 2001 CA Great biography by the always popular Thomson. True adventure. 388 pp. ill. This is the first signed, numbered, ltd ed. Book is fine, almost as new, and very hard to find in the limited edition. $250.00


140. Warren, D. MY BONGO - A WEEK OF ARCTIC DAYLIGHT 1962 33 pp. Ill. Hunting with the Warren’s for one of Africa’s top trophies and from Africa’s bongo forests to the arctic for polar bear. He hunted in Kenya with noted PH John Sutton. Short smudge on front cover, otherwise also near fine. $125.00

141. Waterman, Charles RIDGE RUNNERS AND SWAMP RATS 1893 NJ Ltd ed of 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. 347 pp, ill. Upland game birds, hunting with dogs, deer and sheep hunting. Collection of good outdoor adventures. Fine in like slipcase and a low #34. $100.00

142. Wieland, T. SPIRAL-HORN DREAMS 1995 CA Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered copies. Long out of print and now recognized as THE book for those interested in hunting and reading about spiral horned antelope. Fine in like dj with an extra author inscription on half title page. $225.00

143. Willoughby, J. EAST AFRICA AND ITS BIG GAME Briar Patch African collection 1990 reprint. 303 pp. Ill. All edges gilt. Narrative of a sporting trip from Zanzibar to the borders of the Masai. One of the first books to explore big game hunting in this region. First editions are now very scarce, expensive and sought after. Fine. $125.00


145 Woodworth, J. THE KODIAK BEAR 1958 PA 204 pp. Ill. Seven years’ hunting Kodiak bears by noted guide/writer (formerly operated Deadman Bay area). He knows his game well. Great reading: Makes you feel like you are in the field. The hunting is still done this way. A must for hunters. Near fine in vg+ dj. $175.00

POSTAGE RATES:
US: UPS $15.00 first book, $9.00 each additional book, special postage for large format/heavy books: $18.00
USPS Priority Mail $18.00 first book, $9.00 each additional book, special postage for large format/heavy books: $20.00
Media Mail (orders $500.00 and under) $8.00 first book, $4.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format books:$10.00
Canada: $38.00 first book, $20.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $45.00
Note: USPS Priority Mail to all foreign countries is very, very slow due to COVID-19. Until things improve all foreign shipments, except Canada, will be via FedEx or other courier service of your choosing. Prices quoted for specific orders.
Section 2 NEW BOOKS FROM OTHER PUBLISHERS—images and longer descriptions are on our website.

201. HUNTING THE AFRICAN BUFFALO By Peter Flack  You can argue about which animal is the most dangerous, most glamorous, rarest, etc. But what you cannot argue about is the fact the African Cape buffalo hunting is the favorite dangerous big game animal among hunters, and the other African buffalo species are popular to hunt as well. Peter Flack has brought together everything there is to know about hunting the African buffalo (all subspecies). In this monumental work, 480-pages, 700+ color & b/w pictures, there are articles from hunters of yesteryear and top professional and amateur hunters of today. There are even chapters on guns and clothing. Of the 30 articles by today’s top professionals 28 have been written especially for this book. The Who’s who of this author contributor list includes: Robin Hurt, Don Cowie, Rudy Lubin, Jeff Rann, John Oosthuizen, Jason Roussos and more. Well known hunters from earlier times include Selous, Taylor, Findlay, Christy, Temple-Perkins, Kirby. By having articles from past and present times, the reader can see how things have changed, or how they have remained the same. All of Flack’s limited edition books have been sellouts. Trade editions of his works are nicely designed, well produced and garner much praise. Before long they too will be available only on the secondary market. Large format—extra postage. Standard Edition: 1,000 copies, never to be reprinted. $125.00

202. Sharp, John FACING DOWN FEAR 2018 South Africa Signed numbered limited slipcased ed. Only 500 copies, of which 250 copies sold in six weeks after arriving in the US! 336 pp, profuse color ill. John is one of today’s most respected PHs. He has great stories to tell, and knows how to tell them. One magazine editor said: If there is one person I would suggest spending a day with in the bush before you or he exits this planet, it would be John Sharp. For over 40 years in seven African countries John has successfully guided a variety of hunting clients. And Robin Hurt says that as a professional John is in a league of his own. You don't want to miss this book. NEW. Large format—extra postage. $250.00

203. Denker, Kai-Uwe ABOUT THE SPIRIT OF THE AFRICAN WILDERNESS: On the Trail of Old Elephant Bulls. English Language Edition, December 2018, Namibia. 652 pp, profuse color illustrations "It is said that the elephant embodies the spirit of the African wilderness, that no tract of country is truly wild if there are no elephants in it." Kai-Uwe Denker is one of Africa's most successful elephant hunters and a former President of the Namibia Professional Hunters Association. He is also a noted author. About the Spirit of the African Wilderness is both a fascinating book on hunting the African elephant, and a story of trophy elephant hunting as a means of conservation. It deals with hunting old elephant bulls mainly in Namibia’s northern Kalahari (where the big bulls roam) and where hunting is done in the vastness of a pristine, pathless wilderness and on foot. Kai-Uwe talks about tracking, equipment, and other issues relevant to elephant hunting. These are not hunts from yesteryear. Virtually all hunting in this book has been done within the past twenty years! These engrossing stories take place within our collective recent memory. And the trophy photos, again all from recent hunting seasons, give testimony that Kai-Uwe Denker knows how to hunt these big-tusked trophy elephants. The book starts with an impressive day amidst the vast African wilds (a great hunting story), covers the game fields of the Dark Continent, talks about the elephant as a game animal, the fine art of tracking (including recognizing tracks of young and old elephant bulls), the spell of ivory, elephant hunting and much more. In the not too distant future, this book will stand alongside the Neumann, Stigand, and Sutherland books as one of the great classics on trophy elephant hunting, albeit from a more recent time period. We read about early hunters who took big ivory, but in more recent times, there is no one who comes close to Kai-Uwe Denker in describing so many successful hunts for big ivory. Only a limited number of English language copies available. Order early. Large format postage. $160.00
What makes a good lion hunter? He is experienced, knowledgeable, perceptive, patient, principled, persevering, loves adventure, appreciates wildlife, willing to learn, and organized. Wayne Grant possesses all of these traits. And as a professional hunter who is also an author he has the ability to write well. With over 40 years’ professional hunting experience, Wayne Grant (author of Into the Thorns) has given us a second exceptional book to read, enjoy and learn from. DRUMS OF THE MORNING is about hunting lions (and other game, especially Cape buffalo) in Tanzania, Zimbabwe and South Africa. He has culled from his experience the most interesting hunts and relates them to the reader in such a way as you are drawn along on the hunt.

Wayne grew up in Zimbabwe and from an early age knew his life would be spent outdoors. After school and military service, he entered the big game hunting arena both working with or for others, eventually forming his own company. Whether his clients had a lot of prior experience or were novice hunters, Wayne always managed to obtain good quality specimens of the desired trophies. Of course sometimes things don’t always go as planned, (when you ask yourself, “What the hell am I doing here in the first place?’”), that is when the experienced professional hunter knows what has to be done and how to do it. The stories in DRUMS OF THE MORNING will show how rewarding it can be when you finally get that trophy of a lifetime.

For some reading this, lion hunting stories will bring back memories of the sounds and silence of lion hunting. For others it will evoke the kind of emotions that make you want to go on a lion hunt. And for the armchair adventurer reading through these stories will get your adrenaline going. The Lion, the King of Beasts, has always fascinated man, and stories about lion hunting have always been eagerly read. The thrills and pleasure one gets from reading about these lion hunts will live on long after you have closed the pages of this book. After all, a lion is one of the most formidable, dangerous, and intimidating adversaries. Through the exciting pages of DRUMS OF THE MORNING, you will come along on some very memorable adventures indeed.

By the time you are reading this, Trophy Room Books will have completed 50 years of specialized selling big game hunting books. We can confidently say that this is one of the best Africa hunting, lion hunting books you will read, reread, and recommend to your fellow hunters or book collectors. $130.00
Some of our previously published limited editions: All limited to 1,000 numbered copies. Signed by authors. Please visit our website to read about all 30 publications still in print.

**Books by Professional Hunters**

**301. Fick, Pete** *CUT TO THE CHASE* 2012 CA. 282 pp, 143 COLOR ill, 8.5 x 11 inches. Zimbabwe is one of Africa's best known big game hunting destinations and Pete Fick is one of her best known PHs. Pete's philosophy is definitely "cut to the chase," focus on what is important and get results. He's also culled over 1,000 elephants, plus buffalo, lion and leopard. He's hunted Chewore, Matetsi, Ngamo, Kazuma, Save Valley and recently the amazing Buyeby Valley Conservancy. Most of the stories are about hunting dangerous game. As Barrie Duckworth told us, Pete has several nicknames. One is "Gasi," meaning blood because Pete is always happy when there's blood in the back of his hunting truck. The other is "tsetsere," or honey badger, because Pete is stubborn tenacious and always willing to go the distance. $125.00

**302. Hallamore, Lou and Woods, Bruce** *CHUI! A guide to hunting the African Leopard* 2011 CA Almost 250 pages, 135 black & white photographic ill. 5 drawings. Limited trade ed. of 2,000 copies. A leopard does not change its spots. It's the master hunter of the African bush, and it's never predictable. Experience, there's no substitute for it in any form of hunting. But when matching wits with the leopard, experience is priceless. Chui! Offers a chance to get to know this great, unpredictable game animal up close & personal and to benefit from the hard earned savvy of one of the most experienced professionals in the business. There has never been another book like Chui!  Trade edition back in print by overwhelming demand. $75.00

**303. de Lima, Jorge Alves** *Chasing the Horizon Hunting in East Africa and India* 2010 CA. 8.5 x 11 inches. 278 pages, 257 photographs. Brian Herne said about Jorge: "There has never been a hunter anywhere in Africa, at any time, who has ever come close to matching his exploits in so many different countries." De Lima described Tanganyika as a hunter's paradise, a "hidden and distant dot on the map capable of protecting any mortal imbued with the spirit of adventure from the bitter realities of the present." Those were the days when safaris were conducted without telephone or tarmac. Jorge had many secret hideaways, far off the beaten track, where there was hardly a track to follow, where clients hunted successfully for the big five and more. DeLima could have been and done anything, but he chose to spend the 20 prime years of his life years hunting big game in Africa. Hunting with clients mainly in Tanzania with a small section on hunting in India. Large format—extra postage. $150.00

**304. de Lima, Jorge Alves** *In the Company of Adventure* 2006 CA 335 pp., 159 photographic illustrations, 9 colored maps, index. 8.5 x 11 inches. In 1948 Jorge "got married" to Africa and never looked back. For nowhere else but in her trackless wastes could a young man quench his thirst for grand adventure. His quest for hunting big game made playgrounds of continents, rivulets of oceans and a nutshell of heaven's vaulted dome. In 1948, Jorge went to Africa and for the next 20+ years he traveled and hunted in 8 countries (including Mozambique, Zambia, CAR, Sudan, Angola) as a hunter, professional hunter, ivory hunter, explorer and founder of two safari companies (in Mozambique and Angola). Werner von Alvensleben named his second Mozambique camp after Jorge (de Lima camp). Whether hunting elephants, buffalo, lion, leopard, rhinoceros, bongo or plains game, Jorge is one of a very few who could capture the excitement, challenge and joys of hunting Africa's big game. To all like-minded men and women who venture into blank spaces on the African gameland map, to be confronted with challenges from nature and animals, this book is dedicated. Large format—extra postage. $150.00

**305. Miller, Gerard** *Lives of a Professional Hunting Family* Foreword by Danny McCallum. Contributions by Gerard Ambrose. 2003 CA 303 pp., 230 black & white photographic illustrations. 8.5 x11 inches. From the foreword, "Frank Miller was one of those legendary adventurers and professional hunters with uncanny bush skills who opened and explored vast big game hunting areas. Elsie Miller was formidable with a rifle and an expert tracker. Gerard Miller is considered one of the finest natural hunters of the current hunting era who has honed his skills over the past thirty years...and if you think you have discovered a new piece of hunting country, do not kid yourself, Gerard has already been there." Gerard Miller, one of today's most popular and respected PHs in Tanzania has both a natural hunting ability as well as a keen eye for a good trophy. Look at the photos in his book. There are more stories about hunting the big five than in most other books. $150.00

**306. Montvoisin, Robert J.** *Professional Hunter: Along the Roads to Adventure* 2002 CA 284pp., 226 photographic illustrations. 8.5 x 11 inches. Among the cast of characters that played a part in the growth of big game hunting in Central (and East) Africa, Robert Montvoisin is one of the stars. His involvement, over an amazing almost 60 years—40 of them as a professional—in 8 countries (Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Cameroon, Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya and Morocco) rivals the careers of any PH in Africa. He was one of the first to hunt Africa in her golden era and one of the last to experience the joys of hunting when phenomenal game populations existed. Elephant, lion, leopard, buffalo, bongo and Lord Derby eland—from the forest galleries to the savannas, desert and lake regions. $135.00

**307. Holmberg, Andrew** *Out in Africa: The Extraordinary Life and Times of Andrew Holmberg* Foreword by Tony Dyer. 2000 CA. Over 300pp. Over 200 photographs (over 128 full pages of photos). 8.5 x 11 inches. He grew up with the likes of Phil Percival, Bror Blixen and Eric Rundgren. His company, the legendary Selby & Holmberg Safaris took out Robert Ruark. Andrew Holmberg holds the record for the greatest number of 100-pound PLUS elephants. SIXTY THREE taken for family, friends and clients, not counting many that were almost 100 pounds. From the beginning, Holmberg recognized the potential of the harsh Northern Frontier District of Kenya when foot safari blocks were created. He took light loads in because he was going to have heavy tusks and lots of other trophies to take out. His personal best on elephant: 141 pounds per side; his best buffalo: 58 inches! Andrew consistently pioneered hunting new areas. Exceptional trophies were his typical results. In East African professional hunting history, no other individual has been given undisputed credit for so many number one accomplishments. Andrew Holmberg has led a "larger than life" life. $135.00
308. **LeNoel, Christian**  *On Target: History and Hunting in Central Africa* 1999 CA 256pp. Almost 135 photographic illustrations. 7x10 inches. While noted elephant hunters have made areas like Karamojo, Oubangui-Chari, and Aouk River well known, no writer has ever produced a book on the history and hunting of these regions. LeNoel is an experienced professional hunter, and a good writer. Bongo, Lord Derby eland, dwarf buffalo, etc. are found only in these remote, hard to penetrate Central African regions. Those who hunt here had to be hardy…because the game and the country demanded 100%. Stories of intrepid hunters, clients, and others in remote areas, keeping their “rifles in the bush” always ready for meeting a 100-pounder, etc. A superb book on big game in Central Africa with stories of hunting man-killers, rogues, 100-pound tuskers and record book trophies.  $ 85.00

309. **Foran, W. R.** (author of *Elephant Hunters of the Lado*)  *Legends of the Field* Issued on behalf of the East African Professional Hunters Association. 1997 CA 319pp. 7 x 10 inches. Line drawings by Bob Kuhn. 26 photographic illustrations. Signed by both Tony Dyer and Tony Archer. You don’t need money to go on an old time safari. You have only to open the pages of this book. Foran talks about nine of the most famous early elephant hunters in Africa—Samuel Baker, F.C. Selous, Arthur Neumann, W.C. Oswell, Jim Sutherland, W.D.M. Bell, Frederick Jackson, Andy Anderson and Samaki Salmon. An extraordinary look at hunting during its golden age.  $ 100.00

**Books by Sport Hunters and Professional Writers**

310. **Bricker, Don**  *JUST ALONG FOR THE RIDE* 2012 CA 335 pp. 159 Color ill, 8.5 x 11 inches. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered copies. Foreword by Mike Bartlett. Intro by Craig Hamman. Don Bricker is on every PH’s list of favorite clients. He’s an enthusiastic hunter whose many accomplishments in the big game hunting field make for great reading (and he’s an accomplished writer as well). Most of the book is about hunting in Africa (lots of dangerous game), but Don has been to Europe, Asia, Australia, and made many hunts in North America (lots of sheep hunting). He enjoys the thrill of the hunt, the solitude, and challenges of the chase. The journey, he finds, often provides more memories than the destination. You meet all kinds of people in life; Don is the kind that makes you happy you selected the same road he travelled on.  $ 125.00

**Finally, a bibliography of African big game hunting books for readers & collectors and sportsmen and women.**

311. **Czech, Dr. K.**  *AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AFRICAN BIG GAME HUNTING BOOKS 1785 to 1999* 2011 CA 311 pp, 32 colored ill. Whether you’re interested in old classics or modern ones, whether you want to read about Tanganyika or Tanzania, Rhodesia or Zimbabwe, Northern Rhodesia or Zambia, there are literally hundreds of books described to whet your big game hunting reading appetite. This updated, vastly expanded version of Ken’s first book—nearly DOUBLE the number of entries—includes books by hunters, pioneers, explorers & settlers. From the first stalwart individuals who ventured to Africa, to more recent groups of intrepid sportsmen who trod game paths across the dark continent, virtually all who told of their efforts in book form (prior to 2000) are represented here. Essential for collectors, dealers, and armchair safari enthusiasts.  $85.00
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